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The new MINI: a present-day original 
and "Classic of the Future". 
 

Successful showing in the readers' vote by automobile magazine 

"Auto Bild Klassik": the latest generation of the British premium 

small car wins the 2014 "Golden Classic Steering Wheel".  
 

Munich. The new MINI offers instant appeal, but it is also 

excellently equipped to provide long-term fascination, too. As far as 

readers of the automobile magazine "Auto Bild Klassik" are 

concerned, the latest generation of the premium small car already 

has what it takes to become a lasting classic. They voted the new 

MINI "Classic of the Future" in the category of small and compact 

cars. This has led to the new edition of the British original now 

being awarded the "Golden Classic Steering Wheel". 

Very few cars can be said to have the kind of properties which set 

them clearly apart from their current competitive environment 

while also demonstrating classic potential at an early stage. The 

new MINI has it all: a unique brand tradition, its current status as 

the original in the small car premium segment and also pioneering 

technology. Even 55 years after the launch of the classic Mini, the 

brand's hallmark principle of the intelligent use of space and its 

agile handling properties known as the go-kart feeling have lost 

nothing of their attraction. Authentic design, unique style and 

characteristic driving fun are timeless quality features which give 

the new MINI lasting appeal, too.   

This is now the fifth year in which the "Golden Classic Steering 

Wheel" has been awarded. The prize is based on the results of a 

vote in which readers of "Auto Bild Klassik" were asked to name 

their favourites in a number of categories, including "Classics of the 

Year", "Find of the Year", "Restoration of the Year" and "Classic of 

the Future". So the prizewinners not only include highly coveted 

milestones of automobile history, spectacular rarities and exotic 

specimens painstakingly saved from disrepair but also current 
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models whose particular appeal for later generations of motorists is 

already obvious here and now. 

The "Golden Classic Steering Wheel" is the second award of its kind 

the new MINI has received in the space of just a few months, 

having already won the "Motor Klassik" readers' vote last spring. 

Here the new MINI came first in the small car rating and was 

likewise voted "Classic of the Future". 
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For any queries, please contact: 
 
 
Corporate Communications 
 
Andreas Lampka, Head of MINI Communications  
Telephone: +49 89-382-23662, Fax: +49 89-382-26698 
E-Mail: andreas.lampka@mini.com 
 
Internet: www.press.bmwgroup.com 
 
Markus Sagemann, Head of Product and Lifestyle Communications MINI, BMW Motorcycle  
Telephone: +49 89-382-68796, Fax: +49 89-382-26698 
E-Mail: markus.sagemann@bmw.de 
 
Internet: www.press.bmwgroup.com  
 
 
 

The BMW Group 

With its three brands BMW, MINI and Rolls-Royce, the BMW Group is the world’s leading 
premium manufacturer of automobiles and motorcycles and also provides premium financial 
and mobility services. As a global company, the BMW Group operates 30 production and 
assembly facilities in 14 countries and has a global sales network in more than 140 countries. 
 
In 2013, the BMW Group sold approximately 1.963 million cars and 115,215 motorcycles 
worldwide. The profit before tax for the financial year 2013 was € 7.91 billion on revenues 
amounting to approximately € 76.06 billion. As of 31 December 2013, the BMW Group had a 
workforce of 110,351 employees. 
 
The success of the BMW Group has always been based on long-term thinking and responsible 
action. The company has therefore established ecological and social sustainability throughout 
the value chain, comprehensive product responsibility and a clear commitment to conserving 
resources as an integral part of its strategy. 
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